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Characterizing Fentanyl Variability Using Population 
Pharmacokinetics in Pediatric Burn Patients

Kristin N. Grimsrud, DVM, PhD,* Kelly M. Lima, BS,* Nam K. Tran, PhD, HCLD (ABB), FACB,* 
and Tina L. Palmieri, MD, FACS, FCCM† 

Opioids are essential first line analgesics for pain management after burn injury. Opioid dosing remains 
challenging in burn patients, particularly in children, due to the immense variability in efficacy between patients. 
Opioid pharmacokinetics are altered in burned children, increasing variability and obviating dosing regimens 
extrapolated from adult-data. The present study aimed to characterize variability in fentanyl pharmacokinetics 
and identify significant contributors to variability in children with ≥10% total body surface area burn requiring 
fentanyl during routine wound care. We recorded patient demographics and clinical data. Blood samples were 
collected following fentanyl administration for pharmacokinetics at time 0, 30, 60, 120, and 240 minutes on 
day of admission and repeated on days 3 and 7. Serum fentanyl concentrations were quantified using tandem 
liquid chromatography mass spectrometry. Population analysis was used to estimate pharmacokinetics parameters. 
Fourteen patients, 1.2–17 years, with burns from 10–50.5% were included in analysis. A two-compartment 
model with body weight as a covariate best described fentanyl pharmacokinetics for the overall population. 
The population clearance and intercompartmental clearance were 7.19 and 2.16 L/hour, respectively, and the 
volume of distribution for the central and peripheral compartments was 4.01 and 25.1 L, respectively. Individual 
patient parameter estimates had extensive variability. This study confirmed the high variability in pediatric 
burn patient fentanyl pharmacokinetics and demonstrates similarities and differences to other populations 
reported in literature. Further research is needed with a larger number of patients to extensively investigate 
the impact of burns, genetic polymorphisms, and other factors on fentanyl efficacy and patient outcomes.

Burn injury results in significant pain which is difficult to 
manage, particularly in children. Severe burn injury requires 
intense management for both the prolonged pain associated 
with burn injury and short episodes of acute pain associated 
with procedures such as dressing changes.1 Opioids are the 
cornerstone for pain management in burn patients because 
the opioids have superior efficacy in providing sufficient an-
algesia. Fentanyl, a synthetic opioid frequently used for burn 
patient and ICU patient management, was synthesized be-
ginning in the 1950s, to enhance both efficacy and potency, 
whereas decreasing adverse effects compared with meperidine 
and morphine.1–4 Fentanyl has been extensively studied for 
over 50  years with numerous publications determining the 
pharmacokinetic (PK) parameters for specific populations, in-
cluding but not limited to critically ill adults,5 geriatrics,6 on-
cology,7 pediatrics,8,9 and neonates.10

There is extensive variability in fentanyl PK7,11—leading 
to a wide range of intra-and inter-patient variability. Factors 
influencing fentanyl PK include administration of drugs that 
inhibit or induce drug metabolizing pathways (eg, CYP3A4 
enzymes), impaired organ function (eg, hepatic), and patient 
age (eg, geriatrics, neonates).7,10 Burn injury in particular 

creates physiological conditions affecting drug absorption, dis-
tribution, metabolism, and elimination (ADME).12 Volume of 
distribution (Vd), for instance, is altered by fluid resuscitation, 
severe blood loss and transfusions, and extreme alterations 
in body weight with resulting alterations to body mass index 
which are all common during burn critical care. Moreover, 
organ dysfunction and hypermetabolism can drastically af-
fect drug ADME.7,12 Infections, including both bacterial and 
fungal, require administration of drugs with inducing or inhib-
itory effects on the same metabolizing pathways that opioids 
use (eg, CYP3A4 inhibition by antifungals).13 Burn patients, 
specifically those with larger burns, receive an average of 40 
different drugs during hospitalization, many of which may af-
fect opioid PK and pharmacodynamics (PD).14

The need to better understand fentanyl PK/PD is more im-
portant than ever. The traditional dosing practice of “one size fits 
all” has resulted in poor pain management for many individuals, 
whereas others have experienced toxic and life-threatening ad-
verse reactions. As the era of precision medicine is upon us, we 
must provide evidence based rational when developing indi-
vidual dosing regimens from data specific for that given popu-
lation. The current study aims to characterize fentanyl PK and 
identify significant covariates affecting PK variability in pediatric 
burn patients receiving fentanyl sedation for dressing changes.

METHODS

Patient Enrollment
This prospective observational study, approved by our 
institution’s human subjects review board, enrolled children 
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(age ≤18  years) with burns ≥10% total body surface area 
(TBSA). Other inclusion criteria include: 1)  requiring fen-
tanyl therapy for pain management, and 2)  having existing 
vascular access for blood sampling. Exclusion criteria include: 
1) nonsurvivable injuries and/or 2) condition where collec-
tion of research samples is unsafe (eg, severe anemia).

Sample and Data Collection
Patient demographic data, including age, weight, and eth-
nicity, were recorded from the electronic medical record. 
Additionally, history of drug use if available, other med-
ical conditions, as well as vital signs and routine laboratory 
results, procedures (eg, surgery and line placement) and 
all drug administrations, including doses and route, from 
the patient’s medical record were recorded into a HIPPA 
compliant (eg, deidentification) electronic research data-
base (OnCore, Forte Research Systems, Madison, WI) and 
all HIPAA guidelines (eg, deidentification) were followed. 
Patients were dosed with fentanyl either as a single bolus 
or two to three small boluses over a brief period of time. 
Upon initiation of fentanyl therapy on day of admission, five 
blood samples at time 0 (immediately following dosing), 30, 
60, 120, and 240 minutes were collected for fentanyl assays. 
Whole blood was collected from indwelling lines, then im-
mediately centrifuged to yield serum, and stored at −80°C 
for batch testing. The blood collection series was repeated 
on days 3 and 7 at the time of dressing change if fentanyl was 
administered.

Data Analysis
The patient fentanyl concentrations were analyzed using 
Monolix software version 2018R1 (Lixoft, Orsay, France). 
Details of the methodology and equations describing this 
population PK analysis have been described previously.15 In 
brief, a population nonlinear mixed effect modeling approach 
was used to generate PK parameter estimates for the popula-
tion and individual subjects and determine between-subject 
variability for the parameters. Structural base models included 
one-, two-, and three-compartment models, with zero-order 
input, where a single compartment represents the central 
blood space and the second and third compartments repre-
sent peripheral tissue spaces. For each of the structural com-
partmental models a constant, proportional, and combined 
error models were evaluated. Patient data, weight, sex, age, 
ethnicity, and percent TBSA burned were used for covariate 
analysis. Covariates were incorporated in the final model if 
there was a significant decrease in the objective function, 
using stepwise forward addition (P < .05) followed by step-
wise backward elimination (P < .01).

The goodness-of-fit of the model was determined by 
assessing the graphical outputs and the primary diagnostic 
parameters, including numerical assessment of the −2*log 
likelihood, Akaike Information Criteria, and Bayesian 
Information Criterion to determine final model selection. The 
graphs generated for model evaluation included the estimated 
population and individual predicted concentrations over 
time and the observed data versus the population and indi-
vidual predictions. Additionally, the population and individual 
weighted residuals versus time, population, and individual 

weighted residuals versus predictions and the prediction 
corrected Visual Predictive Check were assessed.

LC-MS/MS Quantification of Blood Fentanyl and 
Norfentanyl
A liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC–
MS/MS) method was developed and validated for simul-
taneous determination of fentanyl and norfentanyl in 
human plasma. All analyses were performed on a Shimadzu 
Prominence Ultra-Fast system consisting of binary pumps 
(LC-20AD), a degassing unit (LC-20A 3R), an auto-
sampler (SIL-20AC HT), and a column oven (CTO-20AC) 
(Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) interfaced with an API 4000 
tandem mass spectrometer (AB SCIEX, Framingham, MA). 
The ion source was operated in positive mode, and the 
optimized mass interface parameters were as follows: cur-
tain gas, 20 psi; gas 1 (nebulizer gas), 55 psi; gas 2 (auxiliary 
gas), 55 psi; ion spray voltage, 1400 V; and temperature, 
600°C. The optimized multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) 
transitions were 337.2 → 188.1 for fentanyl, 342.2 → 188.1 
for stable isotope fentanyl as internal standard, 233.2  → 
84.1 for norfentanyl, and 238.2 → 84.1 for stable isotope 
norfentanyl as internal standard. Chromatographic separa-
tion was achieved on Agilent Eclipse Plus C18 column (2.1 × 
50 mm, 3.5 μm, Agilent, USA) at the flow rate of 0.8 mL/
min, and the column temperature was maintained at 40°C. 
The mobile phases consisted of 5 mM ammonium formate 
and 0.02% formic acid in 5% water and 95% acetonitrile as 
mobile phase A, and 5 mM ammonium formate and 0.02% 
formic acid in water as mobile phase B. The injection volume 
was 5.0 μL, and a gradient elution was used for separation 
with a total run time of 6 min per injection: 0–0.5 minutes, 

Table 1. Demographics of pediatric burn patients

Characteristic Mean value (SD)* Median Q1, Q3

Patients (no.) 14   
Gender (no.)
 Males 10   
 Females 4   
Ethnicity (no.)
 Hispanic/Latino 11   
 Caucasian 1   
 African American 1   
 Unknown 1   
Burn type (no.)
 Flame 9   
 Electrical 1   
 Scald 4   
Age (yr) 9.6 (5.5) 10.5 5, 14
Weight (kg) 43.8 (24.2) 37.4 24.4, 63.6
TBSA % 24.3 (11.6) 21.5 15.5, 28.0
Mechanical ventilation (no.)
 Yes 5   
 No 9   
Total length of stay 60.7 (40.2) 21.5 15.5, 28.0

SD, Standard deviation; Q1, 1st Quartile; Q3, 3rd Quartile; no., total 
number; TBSA %, percent of total body surface area burned.
*Values are Mean (SD) except where indicated as total number (no.)
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95% B; 0.5–2.0 minutes, 95%–0% B; 2.0–3.0 minutes, 0% B; 
3.0–3.1 minutes, 0%–95% B; 3.1–6.0 minutes, 95% B. Data 
acquisition and analysis were performed with Analyst 1.6.3 
(AB SCIEX, Framingham, MA).

Serum samples (100 μL) were mixed with 300 μL aceto-
nitrile consisting of stable deuterated isotope fentanyl and 
norfentanyl as internal standard, vortexed, and centrifuged, 
and then the supernatant was used for LC–MS/MS anal-
ysis. The validation of method for determination of fentanyl 
and norfentanyl in human plasma was carried out according 
to FDA guidelines for bio-analytical method validation, in-
cluding specificity, linearity, accuracy and precision, recovery, 
matrix effect, and stability. The analytical measurement 
range were 0.02–20 and 0.05–50  ng/ml for fentanyl and 
norfentanyl, respectively. The intraday and interday precisions 
(relative standard deviation, RSD, %) were all within 11.5% 
for both fentanyl and norfentanyl, and the accuracy (relative 
error, RE, %) was less than 7.3%. The recoveries were over 
91.0% for both analytes and there was no obvious matrix ef-
fect. The limit of quantification for fentanyl and norfentanyl 
were 0.02 and 0.05 ng/ml, respectively. The results of short-
term stability (room temperature for 4 hours), three freeze-
thaw stability, and auto-sampler stability (processed samples 

at 15°C for 4 hours in autosampler) were found to be within 
the assay variability limits during the entire process.

RESULTS

A total of 14 patients (10 males and 4 females) were included 
in the PK analysis. Patient demographics are summarized in 
Table 1. A total of 99 data points were used for population 
analysis. The average total dose of fentanyl was 2.25 µg/kg 
(SD 1.80 µg/kg). Patients were administered either a single 
intravenous bolus or the bolus split between 2 and 3 smaller 
boluses, typically administered 10–15 minutes apart. Each 
individuals’ specific dosing was used in the PK model as ei-
ther a single doing event or multidosing events. The patient 
concentrations over time are displayed in Figure 1. The mean 
(SD) maximum fentanyl concentration was 2.93 (4.20) ng/
ml. Norfentanyl concentrations were below the assay’s limit 
of quantification.

The PK profiles were biexponential in nature. A  two-
compartmental model with a proportional error model 
was the best operative for describing the time course of the 
drug profiles for fentanyl in these pediatric burn patients.  

Figure 1. Pediatric burn patient measured serum fentanyl concentrations (ng/ml) over time (hr).
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The compartmental model was parameterized using clearance 
(CL), inter-compartmental clearance (Q), and Vd for the cen-
tral (V1) and peripheral compartment (V2). Weight was the 
only covariate determined to significantly affect the fentanyl 
PK and was included in the final model. The equations used to 
calculate CL and Vd, with weight as a covariate, are presented 
in equations 5 and 6, and are described in further detail in the 
Monolix user’s guide,

log (Cl) = log (Clpop) + βCl∗tWeightlog (Wt/44) + ηCl
 (5)

log (Vd) = log
(
Vd pop

)
+ βVd∗tWeightlog (Wt/44) + ηVd

 (6)

The observed and fitted PK profiles are presented in Figure 2.  
The Visual Predictions are presented in Figure 3 with 
the observed data overlaid. The population clearance and 
intercompartmental clearance were 7.19 and 2.16  L/hour, 
respectively, and the volume of distribution for the central 
and peripheral compartments were 4.01 and 25.1  L, re-
spectively. Individual patient clearances and volumes of dis-
tribution had extensive variability as summarized in Table 2.  

The three patients that were 3  years old or less did have 
the smallest volumes of distributions ranging from 3.02 to 
4.98 L. These patients’ clearances trended towards the lower 
range (3.70–5.27 L/hour), but the values do overlap with the 
older patients.

Review of patient records to identify drugs that may signif-
icantly affect fentanyl PK during the timeframe the samples 
were collected did not identify any drugs that are reported in 
the literature to be moderate to strong inducers or inhibitors 
of the primary opioid metabolizing enzymes.

DISCUSSION

The present study is the first to report the population PK 
of fentanyl in pediatric burn patients and characterizes the 
broad interpatient variability. These data further support the 
published literature characterizing the extensive variability 
observed between individual fentanyl concentration profiles 
and PK estimates. The population clearances and volume of 
distributions determined here are similar to the values re-
ported in pediatric cardiac patients8 and other fentanyl PK 

Figure 2. A plot of the measured concentrations of fentanyl against the population pharmacokinetic model predicted fentanyl concentrations 
demonstrating the model has good predictive outcomes compared with the patient data.
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studies in pediatric populations.16,17 Comparing this study’s 
full range of variability to published literature is not possible 
as these publications only report standard deviation or error 
values and do not fully disclose the full range of variability 
by reporting quartile ranges, minimum and maximum values. 
Weight was the only covariate that significantly decreased the 
objective function of the model, which is also similar to pre-
viously reported literature.8 Although other covariates may 
have an impact on fentanyl PK in pediatric burn patients, 
the present study only evaluated 14 patients across a range 
of ages, burn sizes, and other characteristics, thus making it 
difficult to have sufficient power in this heterogenous popu-
lation to definitively define dosing regimens. Moreover, due 
to the small sample size the current study did not incorporate 
important burn-related changes that could be impactful on 
physiological pathways such as TBSA and duration of time 
since initial burn injury, which the authors do plan to investi-
gate further investigations.

Another variable which affects the ability to accurately 
model this diverse patient population is the ability to accu-
rately capture the individual patient doses and the exact time 
they were delivered. Patients are commonly delivered fentanyl 

in a number of small doses or micro-doses titrated to effect, 
which may not be accurately captured in the electronic medical 
records. Although one can try to predict when these doses may 
have been administered by examining the peaks in the fentanyl 
concentration profile, these would be assumptions within the 
model and potentially contribute to some inaccuracies. The 
authors did encounter these issues with some of the patients 
and did need to adjust the model dosing input to reflect 
the approximate time subsequent doses were administered. 
Despite the small sample size, this study provides valuable PK 
data to aid clinicians in further optimizing fentanyl dosing 
regimens in pediatric burn patients.

Studies have focused identifying the most significant factors 
contributing to variability in fentanyl PK.7,11 The most signif-
icant factors include 1) drugs that can induce or inhibit the 
CYP3A4 pathway, 2)  liver function, and 3) age (particularly 
the elderly), whereas patient body mass index and gender were 
questionable likely due to large heterogeneity in the published 
literature.7 Although the authors focused this review with an 
emphasis on transdermal fentanyl for cancer patients, there are 
a number of factors that are applicable to all populations and 
some more specifically for burn patients.

Figure 3. A Visual Predictive plot with the dark grey dots representing the patient observed data, the black line depicting the model predicted 
median, and the grey zones each representing the percentiles divided into 10ths. The observed patient data demonstrate the broad interpatient 
variability from the median.
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An impactful factor influencing opioid PK is drug compe-
tition for common metabolic pathways. Although traditional 
teaching is that fentanyl is metabolized by the CYP3A4 
pathway,18 recent studies suggest that other pathways may 
also play significant roles.7,13,19 Patients in the present 
study received a number of other drugs (eg, hydrocodone, 
hydromorphone, methadone, and midazolam) that serve as 
substrates and compete for the same metabolizing pathways 
(eg, CYP3A4 and CYP2D6). These types of competitive drug 
interactions may have some impact on the fentanyl metabo-
lism and be a contributing factor to intra- and interpatient 
variability, while not being significant enough to result in 
severe inhibition leading to significant increases in fentanyl 
concentration and adverse effects. Additionally, burn patients 
may receive antifungals during their treatment. Antifungals 
(eg, itraconazole, ketoconazole, and voriconazole) induce 
small changes in fentanyl concentration.7,13 Patients in the 
present study did not receive antifungals at the time the 
samples were collected. These patients were only on the 
study for the first 2 weeks of their stay and did not acquire 
any fungal infections.

Burn patients experience severe alterations in their albumin 
levels which may potentially affect fentanyl PK. A  signifi-
cant reduction in albumin due to high vascular permeability 
and loss of important proteins through burn wounds is 
common in patients with severe burns.20 Fentanyl binds to 
plasma proteins such as albumin and alpha-1-acid glycopro-
tein. Studies of the impact of hypoalbuminemia on fentanyl 
PK have discrepant results, with one study reporting that fen-
tanyl concentrations were significantly reduced in patients 
with low albumin compared with normal albumin,21 whereas 
others have reported no clinically relevant influence.7,22 
Several patients in the present study did warrant albumin ad-
ministration on the days of sample collection. The impact of 
hypoalbuminemia and albumin treatment was not evaluated 
in the present study and warrants further investigation, specif-
ically evaluating the association between plasma proteins and 

free unbound fentanyl, as this is likely to have a significant 
impact on fentanyl PK in burn patients.

Additional factors that may affect fentanyl metabolism in-
clude organ function, specifically liver and cardiac function. 
Reduced liver function cannot only decrease the function 
of the drug metabolizing pathways but also plasma protein 
production such as albumin. It has been demonstrated that 
patients with nonalcoholic liver disease have decreased CYP3A 
function.23 Reduced cardiac output may result in decrease drug 
distribution throughout the body and through the liver for 
metabolism, resulting in a decreased clearance. Alternatively, 
increased cardiac output, as often observed during the 
hypermetabolic state following severe burn injury, can result 
in an increased clearance as a result of increased blood flow 
through the liver.12 Genetic polymorphisms, particularly in cy-
tochrome P450 enzymes, are of growing interest. Although 
a plethora of studies are elucidating the impact of clinically 
significant variants that have been identified to impact opioid 
metabolism,19,24–27 further research needs to be conducted to 
provide stronger evidence of clinically significant variants asso-
ciated with alterations in specifically fentanyl PK.

CONCLUSIONS

Pediatric burn patients have extensive variability in fen-
tanyl PK due to burn-related pathophysiology as well as pa-
tient characteristics and other drug administration regimens. 
Development of a comprehensive pediatric opioid dosing reg-
imen will require elucidation of the impact of age, metabolic 
rate, concurrent drug administration, and effects of open 
wounds on drug pharmacokinetics. This study emphasizes the 
need for future investigations and complex analysis focusing 
on a larger number of patients, comparison controls, as well 
as incorporating additional patient information including but 
not limited to paired albumin data, hemodynamic/cardiac 
parameters, and identification of genetic polymorphisms of 
clinical relevance to opioid metabolism.
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